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Aquacomputer Double
Protect Ultra 1000ml - red

$10.95

Product Images

Short Description

DP Ultra is the result of extensive testing and contains multiple specially selected components which offer
optimal protection from corrosion and also allow maximum cooling performance.

The coolant is manufactured following the highest quality standards and using only the best and most pure
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contents - completely made in Germany.

Description

DP Ultra is the result of extensive testing and contains multiple specially selected components which offer
optimal protection from corrosion and also allow maximum cooling performance.

The coolant is manufactured following the highest quality standards and using only the best and most pure
contents - completely made in Germany.

DP Ultra was specially designed for PC cooling applications with systems containing both copper and
Aluminium components. The electrical conductivity was reduced to a minimum. The contents also reduce
foam build-up and optimize the heat transfer by featuring optimal flow properties. The combination of these
specially designed features allow maximum cooling performance and longevity for your system. DP Ultra is a
clear and almost completely odour-free liquid.

DP Ultra was designed by aquacomputer in cooperation with Dr. Tobias Voigt. DP Ultra achieves great cooling
performance compared to other offered ready-to-use coolants and improves on flow properties with its
unique contents.

DP Ultra can be filled into the system as-is. We recommend a yearly replacement of coolant.

Specifications

Color: red

Content: 1000ml

Manufacturer: Aquacomputer

Specification: Ready to use

UV - color: Non UV-active

Extent of delivery:
1x Aquacomputer Double Protect Ultra - red 1000ml (not UV-reactive)

Important:
As this coolant contains dye it cannot be guaranteed that it will not stain e.g. clothing or other materials when
coming in contact. Please also note that dye fades with time and the intensity of the colour may decrease.
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Additional Information

Brand Aquacomputer

SKU AQ-53118

Weight 2.0000

Color Red

Fluid Type DI Water Based

Volume 1 liter

Vendor SKU/EAN 4260073418737


